GOVERNMENT WHIPS’ OFFICE
HOUSE OF LORDS
TODAY’S LISTS
FRIDAY 20 JULY 2018
[Notes about this document are set out at the end]

Business in the Chamber at 10.00am
Prayers by the Bishop of London (5 mins)
Main business
Civil Partnership Act 2004 (Amendment) (Sibling Couples) Bill [HL] – Second
Reading – Lord Lexden
Speakers:
L Lexden
L Alton of Liverpool
L True
B Deech
5

B Seccombe
B Wilcox
B Barker
L Collins of Highbury
B Williams of Trafford

10

L Lexden


commitment motion – Lord Lexden

Children Act 1989 (Amendment) (Female Genital Mutilation) Bill [HL] – Second
Reading – Lord Berkeley of Knighton
Speakers:
L Berkeley of Knighton
L Brown of Eaton-under-Heywood
B Flather
B Kennedy of The Shaws
5

B Boycott
L Alton of Liverpool
B Featherstone

B Massey of Darwen
B Vere of Norbiton
10

L Berkeley of Knighton


commitment motion – Lord Berkeley of Knighton

European Union (Information, etc.) Bill [HL] – Second Reading – Lord Dykes
Speakers:
L Dykes
B Ludford
B Hayter of Kentish Town
B Goldie
5

L Dykes


commitment motion – Lord Dykes

Estimated rising time
The House is expected to rise at about 2pm
Notes:
 This document sets out the matters for the day’s business which the Government Whips’ Office coordinates:
Speakers’ Lists (Companion 4.26), ministerial statements (Companion 6.02) and the grouping of amendments
(Companion 8.70). It is not the formal order paper, which is produced by the Clerk of the Parliaments and is
available from the Printed Paper Office and www.parliament.uk/lords
 Time estimates are best endeavours: there is no certainty other than for formally time-limited business. It is the duty
of individual members to observe the rules on attendance at debate (Companion 4.32) and, in particular, to ensure
that they are present for the start of business in which they wish to take part.
 Speaking in debates (Companion 4.34): A member of the House who is taking part in a debate (including general
debates and debates on amendments or motions) should attend the start, end and greater part of that debate. In
addition, it is considered discourteous for members not to be present for at least the opening speeches, the speeches
before and after their own, and for the winding-up speeches. Ministers may decide not to answer, orally or in
writing, points made by a speaker who does not stay to hear the minister's closing speech. Members who believe that
they are unlikely to be able to stay to the end of a debate should not seek to participate in it (and if the debate has a
speakers' list, should remove their names from the list).

